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INTRODUCTION

Melt processing of RE 123 superconductors has gained importance in recent years. While the first high

temperature superconductors (HTSCs) were made using traditional ceramic press and sinter technol-

ogy, recent fabrication efforts have employed alternate processing techniques including laser ablation

and ion beam assisted deposition for thin film fabrication of tapes and wires and melt growth for bulk

materials.l-4 To optimize these techniques and identify other potential processing strategies, phase

relation studies on HTSCs have been conducted on a wide variety of superconducting compounds using

numerous processing strategies. This data has enhanced the understanding of these complex systems

and allowed more accurate modeling of phase interactions. All of this research has proved useful in

identifying processing capabilities for HTSCs but has failed to achieve a breakthrough for wide spread

application of these materials. To overcome drawbacks of the sintered material, many researchers have

developed new processing routes involving melt processing techniques. Melt processing has signifi-

cantly advanced the state-of-the-art understanding of superconductivity in polycrystalline bulk materials

and has produced materials with Jc of greater than 104 A/cm2. 5 The melt processed materials pro-

duced, however, suffer from several shortcomings. Due to incongruent melting of RE123 at high

temperatures, liquid phase flows out of the interior of the material resulting in voids, and Ba-Cu rich

liquid inclusions may become trapped between grains reducing superconductive properties. Processing

rates are very slow, i.e. on the order of 50 mm/h for a 25 mm 2 cross sectional area sample. 6 Slow

processing rates can "also expose the material to moisture and CO,, which are highly reactive with

copper oxide superconductors. 7 Also, distortions and macrocracks form due to severe shrinkage

accompanying the melt processing. Large complex shapes are therefore difficult to fabricate by melt

processing and the only shapes reported to date have been either disks or bars.8

Several researchers have examined the effect of mixed rare earth (RE) atoms in the 123 system referred

to as RE 123 alloys. Work to date has included oxygen-controlled-melt-growth of RE 123 alloys,

containerless drop tube processing of RE 123 alloys, and directional solidification of RE 123 alloys.9-14

Interesting results include a higher crystallization rate for the alloy compared to the single RE system and

a sharper critical temperature (Tc) as well as a higher criticai current (Jc) in the alloy compared to the

single RE system. Additionally, the liquidus for Y.l-xNdxBa2Cu307-8 was measured by J. R. Olive by

processing in a drop tube, and a minimum in the liquidus was found for composition Y. INd9Ba2Cu307-8

at 1500°C (+_25°C).15 Additional studies of mixed 'alloy systems may reveal thermodynamic and kinetic

parameters favorable for the fabrication of HTSCs with superior properties.
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This study examines the role of full to partial substitution of Nd in the Y 123 structure under rapid

solidification conditions. Aero-acoustic levitation (AAL) was used to levitate and undercool RE123 in

pure oxygen binary alloys with RE = Nd and Y along a range of compositions corresponding to

Y Nd__ Ba2Cu307 _(0 < x < 0.7) which were melted by a CO_ laser. Higher Y content spheres could

not be melted in the AAL and were excluded from this report. Solidification structures were examined

using scanning electron microscopy, electron dispersive spectroscopy, and powder x-ray diffraction to

characterize microstmctures and identify phases.

I. Experimental Method

Starting powders of orthorhombic RE 123 were supplied by Superconductive Components, Inc.,

fabricated using standard ceramic press and sinter techniques. Levitation spheres were then fabricated

in a copper hearth under flowing 02. The aero-acoustic levitator (AAL) consisted ofa 02 gas jet

coupled with a three-axis acoustic positioning system for levitation of samples.J6 The 02 gas jet was

pre-heated to approximately 400°C in the AAL. Melting of samples was accomplished using a CO 2

laser powered by a Rofin-Sinar 1700 SM power supply. The laser beam was split and focused onto

opposing sides of each specimen, perpendicular to the gas jet flow. Samples were 2 mm diameter

spheres having a mass of 30-50 rag. A typical experiment involved levitating the sample in the 02 gas

jet and heating it with the laser until liquid vortex currents were visible on the surface. After several

seconds, the laser beam was shut offand the sample allowed to radiantly cool at 300-400°C/s. Tem-

perature measurements were made using a two-color pyrometer with Si and InGaAs detectors, and

recalescence events were recorded using a Kodak EKTAPRO HS Motion Analyzer Model 4540

operating at 4500 frames/s. The resulting samples were examined using scanning electron microscopy,

energy dispersive spectroscopy, and powder x-ray diffraction to identify phases and characterize
microstructures.

II. Results

Samples were melted by the laser while being levitated and were undercooled several hundred degrees

relative to the liquidus before solidification. Solidification of the samples was accompanied by a distinct

recalescence event which lasted between 0.2 and 0.3 seconds where the increased emissive intensity

was visible to the naked eye. Solidification events varied considerably in duration and intensity depend-

ing upon the composition of the sample, but the general solidification mechanism appears to be similar.

After the laser was blocked and the sample cooled a few seconds, swirling particles roughly 100 _m in

size were seen on the surface of the melt as it spun while levitated. These particles increased in number

as the undercooling increased. Solidification events recorded by the Kodak EKTAPRO camera

confirmed these observations. Eddies in the swirling melt were observed drawing the particles to a

preferred location near the top of the sphere. As the sample continued to cool, the particles continued

to cluster until a solid front was seen growing from the top to the bottom of the sphere surface. This

front wrapped around the surface of the sphere, enveloping the melt with a shell of solid material. The

recalescence event occurred simultaneously and was marked by a distinct flash of light. In this study,

the as-solidified morphology of samples fully melted in the AAL can be generalized into three zones, and

the zones appear to be caused by thermal gradients across the samples during processing. The first

zone encompasses the outer layer of the sphere which solidified first. Here, solidification oftbe melt

proceeded quickly. This outer zone is composed of relatively void-free RE123 and the morphology can

be described as faceted. The formation of this layer involved the release of latent heat and resulted in a

recalescence event which was recorded by the pyrometer and EKTAPRO camera. The thickness of
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thisouterlayerappearstobeafunctionof compositionandvariedfromamaximumof 500lamfor the
Nd richsamplesto200_mandlessfor theY richsamples.In thisregion,thesamplewasunder-
cooled,andREI23formeddirectlyfromtheundercooledmelt.Thesecondzonewhichliesbetween
theouterzoneandthecenterofthesphereisarelativelythintransitionalregionwhereRE211dendrites
aresurroundedbyRE123dendrites.Thetemperaturegradientin the sphere just prior to recalescence

caused this region to be heated above the peritectic transformation temperature (Tp), and there was no

undercooling relative to Tp. The local conditions for the second zone are also altered by formation of
the outer zone which further slowed the cooling rate of the bulk of the sphere. The RE211 dendrites in

this region solidified heterogeneously at the interface of the solid RE 123 and the melt. The dendrites are

fine but coarsen closer to the center of the sphere. The third zone is located near the center of the

sphere generally adjacent to the shrinkage voids and is dominated by coarse RE211 dendrites with
interdendritic Ba-Cu-O. This final zone was formed as the sphere continued to cool, and the micro-

structure indicates solidification of the zone without undercooling. The Ba-Cu-O liquid, cooled suffi-

ciently and unable to react quickly with the RE211 to form REI23, solidified around the RE211 den-

drites.

III. Discussion

Containerless processing with aero-acoustic levitation allows for cooling of molten ceramic samples

several hundred degrees below the liquidus until spontaneous crysrallization or recalescence occurs.

Cooling curves for the processed samples reveal characteristic events which correspond to the release

of the latent heat of fusion and the peritectic decomposition temperature (Tp) for RE123. In this work,

the uncorrected recalescence temperatures for Nd 123 was indicated to be 1043°C (+ 17°C), and the

maximum recalescence temperature was assumed to correspond to T_ for each composition. This

indicated temperature is below the previously reported value of Tp lfor Nd 123 by 66°C. Prado et al.

report the Tp to be 1109°C for Nd123 in pure oxygen, z7 Kambara et al. report the Tp for Nd123 in

oxygen to be 1112°C. 18 The absolute differences between the reported values and the experiments

detailed in this report are attributed to error in the pyrometer which was used to measure temperature in

the experiments reported here. This disagreement could not be experimentally confirmed because the

pyrometer failed prior to independent calibration. However, by using the difference between the

experimental and reported values for Nd 123 as an in-situ calibration factor, the experimental data was

corrected to reflect the actual transformation temperatures for the compositions studied in this work.

Figure 1 is a compilation of the average recalescence events for the binary alloys composed of Nd-Y.

For purposes of illustration the traces in Figure I are synchronized at the moment of recalescence. The

curves were determined by ignoring the erratic events recorded and averaging the temperature as a

function of time to represent the characteristic event for each composition. Also, the in-situ calibration

factor has been applied to the curves to reflect the transformation temperatures. There appears to be

some correlation between the size of the recalescence event, as given by the area under the time versus

temperature plot, and the volume fraction of RE 123 formed from the melt as shown by microstructural

examination. The area fraction of RE 123 in the micrographs or the volume fraction in the bulk and the

size of the recalescence event decreases with increasing Y content of the alloy, or, equivalently, the

fraction of RE211 increases with increasing Y content. Although the differences between alloys with

less than 50% Y are less pronounced, increasing Y content above 50% dramatically increases the

fraction of RE211 which forms during processing in the AAL. The binary alloy compositions rich in Nd

revealed the most distinct recalescence events and were the most successful for obtaining relatively

single phase RE 123 during AAL processing.
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Figure2isaplotof theexperimentalperitectictemperaturesobtainedin thisreportwitherrorbars
representingonestandarddeviation.Theseresultsarealsoplottedwiththeliquidusfor theNd-Yalloys
for illustrationinFigure3.19Thisplotcontainsrelevantdataforresearchersemployingmeltprocessing
techniques.TheminimumintheliquiduscorrespondstoacompositionofNd9Y.1123whilethemini-
mumin theperitecticcorrespondsto Nd.7Y.3123.Theminimuminundercoolingrelativetotheliquidus
observedin theseexperiments,however,correspondsto520°C(corrected)for sampleswithcomposi-
tionNd.8Y.2123andNd9Y.1123.Thustherangeofcompositionswhichundercooledlessthan600°C
toformRE123directlyfromthemeltextendsfromNd123toNd7Y.3123.Thedegreeof undercooling
for Nd123toNd.TY.3123samplescorrespondsto approximately35%of theliquidus.Compositions
morerichinY undercooledmorethan650°CbelowtheliquidustoformRE123directlyfromthemelt,
butaconsiderablylargervolumefractionofRE211appearsin thesespecimensthaninNdrichspeci-
mens.Thedegreeof undercoolingfortheY-richspecimenswasover40%oftheliquidusindicating
thatit ismoredifficult toformRE123fromthemeltforY-richcompositions.

Microstructuralandpyrometryevidenceseemto indicatethatthevolumefractionof RE123
formeddirectly from themelt increasedastheNdcontentin theNd-Y compositionincreased.
Thecompositionaldependenceof phaseselectionis alsoevidentfrom acomparisonof x-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectra.Figure4 is acomparativeplot of XRD datafor severalNd-Y alloys.
Clearlyevidentin thisplot is the largevolumefractionof RE123for all samples.Alsoprevalent
is theappearanceof RE211peaksin theY richalloys. It ispossiblethatthepoorthermalcon-
ductivity andlargedegreeof undercoolingrequiredcombineto createlargethermalgradientsin
theY-richsamples.Thus,processingintheAAL resultedinonlyanoutershellof thesamplewhich
actuallyundercooledandIbrmedRE123directlyfromthemelt.Thephasestabilityof RE211mayalso
playarolein thisoutcomesinceRE211isnotastablephasein theNd123system.IncreasingtheY
contentmaycreatefavorableconditionsfortheformationofRE211duringrapidsolidificationprocess-
ing in theAAL. TheNdrichbinaryalloysalsohavenoappreciablesecondphasesorbyproducts
indicatingthattheformationof RE123isfavoredin therapidsolidificationof ameltwithaNd-rich
RE123startingcomposition.Peakscorrespondingto Ptwhichwaspresentin thex-raydiffractometer
arefoundinallXRDspectrain thisreport.

Previousprocessingstudiesof RE123atnearequilibriumconditionsin high oxygenenviron-
mentsresultedin thepartialsubstitutionofRE3+forBa2+andtheformationofcompoundswiththe
formulaRE l+xBa2_xCU307_ 8. This solid solubility behavior was determined to be undesirable since the

RE 123 solid solutions have inferior superconducting properties compared to the stoichiometric com-

pounds. 20 Low oxygen partial pressure environments were used to avoid solid solution formation in

near compensated by the addition of extra oxygen. Simply removing the oxygen removed the equilib-

rium melt processing because the substitution of RE3+ for Ba 2+ must be opportunity for solid solution

formation in those near-equilibrium processing techniques. In this study, no evidence of substitution of

Nd 3+ for Ba 2+ was discovered even while processing the samples in pure oxygen. Thus it appears

possible to solidify REI23 directly from the melt while effectively bypassing the formation of solid

solutions using rapid solidification techniques in high oxygen partial pressure atmospheres.

IV. Conclusions

Aero-acoustic levitation is a very successful technique for melting, undercooling, and rapidly

solidifying high temperature ceramic oxide superconductors. In this study, binary Nd/Y RE 123

samples were melted, undercooled hundreds of degrees relative to the liquidus, and solidified to

from RE 123. Mixtures of Y 123 and Nd 123 result in a minimum for the peritectic temperature at
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Nd7Y3123, 66°C below the peritectic of pure Nd 123. Increasing Nd content in Nd/Y alloys results in

the formation of a higher volume fraction of RE 123. Nd-Ba solid solution behavior of the type

Ndl+xBa2_xCu307_ _ was not observed. The RE ratio in RE 123 and RE211 structures formed during

AAL processing mirrors the nominal starting composition of the bulk. Solidification structures are

varied and complex but the processed sphere morphology can be summarized into three zones: rela-

tively void-free RE 123 at the surface, RE 123 and RE211 transition, and RE211 with interdendritic Ba-

Cu-O. Measurable changes occur in the RE211 lattice parameters because of Nd substitution for Y in

the Y211 unit cell.
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Figure 1. A compilation of pyrometry data for Y/Nd 123 alloy samples. The curves were obtained by

determining the average trace of several recalescence events for each composition, synchronizing the

time-temperature plots at the moment of recalescence, and adjusting the temperature by the in-situ
calibration factor.
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Figure 2. Experimentally determined average peritectic temperatures for Nd/Y 123 binary alloy samples

processed in the AAL The temperature has been corrected using Nd123 as an in-situ calibration.

The standard deviation in the data was used to calculate the magnitude of the error bars.
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Figure 3. Trace of the Nd/Y 123 liquidus and peritectic in pure 0 2. Liquidus temperatures were

obtained from drop tube work performed by Olive and peritectic temperatures represent corrected

experimental data from this work.
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Figure 4. A compilation of XRD spectra for Y/Nd 123 alloys processed in the AAL. RE 123 is the

dominant phase for all compositions. The appearance of RE211 in the scans becomes more prevalent

in Y-rich compounds.
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